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It is a pleasure to honor our teacher and colleague Hans Bremermann onthis anniversary!More than three decades ago, Hans was one of the very �rst mathemati-cians to investigate the embryonic �eld of \self-organizing systems". Sincethen it has developed and bifurcated into new disciplines such as Arti�cialIntelligence, Neural Computation, Machine Learning, Cognitive Science, Ge-netic Algorithms, and Arti�cial Life; with strong links to Dynamical Systems,Stochastic Optimization, Control Theory, Robotics, Mathematical Biology,Fuzzy Logic, Complexity Theory and Parallel Processing.Hans is still active in the �eld that is now called Neural Networks withrecent articles and lectures presenting novel learning methods inspired bybiological phenomena.In this paper we report on some new architectures for neural computa-tion, motivated in part by biological considerations. One of our goals is todemonstrate that it is just as easy for a neural net to compute with arbitraryattractors| oscillatory or chaotic| as with the more usual asymptoticallystable �xed points. The advantages (if any) of such architectures is currentlybeing investigated; but it seems reasonable that the much richer dynamics ofrecurrent networks, so obvious in recordings of brain activity, must be usefulfor something. On the other hand, the constraints of computing with biolog-ical wet-ware may make chaotic dynamics unavoidable in complex nervoussystems.We hypothesize also that the as yet unrivaled cababilities of the humanbrain derive from an ability to integrate both analog intuitive pattern recog-nition operations, and digital symbolic logical operations at the ground levelof its hardware.To investigate these possiblitities, we have constructed a parallel dis-tributed processing architecture inspired by the structure and dynamics ofcerebral cortex. The construction assumes that cortex is a set of coupledassociative memories with dynamic attractors. It is guided also by a particu-lar concept of the physical structure required of macroscopic computationalsystems in general for reliable computation in the presence of noise. Ourchallenge is to accomplish real tasks that brains can do, using ordinary dif-ferential equations, in networks that are as faithful as possible to the knownanatomy and dynamics of cortex.Much of this work has been in collaboration with Frank Eeckman ofLawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and Todd Troyer, a former gradu-3



ate student in the department of mathematics, who is now at the Universityof California in San Francisco.1 IntroductionOscillatory patterns of 40 to 80 Hz have been observed in the large scale ac-tivity (local �eld potentials) of olfactory cortex [25] and visual neocortex [27],and shown to predict the olfactory and visual pattern recognition responsesof a trained animal [25]. Similar observations of 40 Hz oscillation in auditoryand motor cortex, and in the retina and EMG have been reported. It thusappears that cortical computation in general may occur by dynamical inter-action of resonant modes, as has been thought to be the case in the olfactorysystem. The oscillation can serve a macroscopic clocking function and en-train or \bind" the relevant microscopic activity of disparate cortical regionsinto a well de�ned phase coherent collective state or \gestalt". This canoveride irrelevant microscopic activity and produce coordinated motor out-put. There is further evidence that although the oscillatory activity appearsto be roughly periodic, it is actually chaotic (nonperiodic) when examinedin detail [24].If this view is correct, then oscillatory/chaotic network modules formthe actual cortical substrate of the diverse sensory, motor, and cognitiveoperations now studied in static networks. How are those functions ac-complished with oscillatory and chaotic dynamics, and what advantages aregained thereby?If we assume that nature makes good use of this dynamical complexity,and if we believe that biological systems outperform man-made devices inmany task domains, then it is a good idea to look here for novel designprinciples that underly nature's superior computational performance. Wehypothesize that the physical computing medium determines the kinds ofalgorithms that are e�ective, so that the algorithms we �nd employed inthe brain may be close to those that will be e�ective for similar parallelcomputing systems.We view a computational medium as a set of structurally stable input-output subsystems which can be coupled in various ways into a larger system.By \structurally stable" we mean that the dynamical behavior of each sub-system is largely immune to small perturbations due to noise or parameter4



changes. We assume that the dynamics of each subsystem is organized intoattractor basins; the attractors can be stationary, periodic or chaotic. As theoverall system evolves in time , each subsystem passes through a sequence ofattractors, some function of which is presented to an observer as the \out-put" of the system. These sequences of attractors are the \computation" ofthe system.Present day \digital" computers are such systems. They are built of ip-ops which are continuous, structurally stable dissipative dynamical systemswith two stable equilibrium states underlying the symbols we call \0" and\1". Each such states is an attractor: the system returns to it following anysmall perturbation, because the ip-ops are \open systems" each with itsown power supply, and each continually dissipating energy to maintain theequilibrium state.In conventional digital computers, the patterns input to its digital ele-ments (ip-ops) are one dimensional| they decide if a scalar valued inputsignal is high or low (0 or 1). In this architecture, the associative memorymodules are N-ops, they can make Nary decisions on N dimensional analoginput patterns.It is an old idea, going back at least to R. Thom [35] and E. C. Zeeman[38], that an attractor in the dynamics of the brain somehow corresponds toa mode of activity or a mental state| e.g. a pattern of motor action, ora thought, concept, idea, belief, or emotion. It is not our purpose here toexplore this vague proposal, but merely to suggest possible biological inter-pretations of attractors. Unfortunately the mathematical study of bifurca-tions of attractors is practically nonexistent| there is almost nothing knownbeyond Hopf bifurctations.Our main tool is a method of constructing networks, the Normal FormProjection Algorithm (NFPA) [11]. Based on dynamical systems theory, thisalgorithm was originally designed as a hypothesis about learning and pat-tern recognition in cerebral cortex [6]. The algorithm produces a recurrent,continuous time network for storing data vectors as equilibria, limit cycles,or even as chaotic attractors.A key feature of a net constructed by this algorithm is that the under-lying dynamics is explicitly isomorphic to any of a class of standard, wellunderstood nonlinear dynamical systems. This system is chosen in advance,independent of both the patterns to be stored and the learning algorithm tobe used. 5



This control over the dynamics permits the design of important aspectsof the network dynamics independent of the particular patterns to be stored.Stability, basin geometry, and rates of convergence can be investigated anddesigned in the standard dynamical system. The projection algorithm decou-ples these dynamical features from others which are more problem-dependent,like preprocessing, learning rules, reconstruction of data.This has allowed the construction of complicated hierarchical systemsbuilt of these modules, whose behavior can nevertheless be analysed in detail.The architecture is such that the larger system is itself a special case of thetype of network of the modules, and can be analysed with the same toolsused to design the subnetwork modules.We have constructed a system that emulates the well studied discrete-time \simple recurrent" or \Elman" network architecture [21, 20]. We areparticularly interested in the discrete time aspect of its operation, since that�ts our cortical model. It is an elementary system for investigating sequentialbehavior, where the learning algorithm is local in time, and the e�ect of ournetwork architecture and its dynamics may be studied and compared to thestatic cases.The architecture can operate in discrete time with a machine cycle like aconventional computer and approximate the symbol processing behavior ofa �nite state machine, even though it has dynamic analog inputs, outputs,and subsymbolic representations. The potential of the hybrid analog/digital,symbolic/subsymbolic character of the system is one of the most interestinglines of investigation we have pursued.The discrete time steps (machine cycles) of our system are implementedby rhythmic variation (clocking) of a bifurcation parameter. This holds inputand \context" modules clamped at their attractors while hidden and outputmodules change state, then clamps hidden and output states while contextmodules are released to load those states as the new context for the nextcycle of input.Using weights currently found by the backpropagation algorithm, thesystem has learned to function as a �nite state automaton that recognizes orgenerates the in�nite set of six symbol strings that are de�ned by a Rebergrammar. 6



2 The Projection algorithmAn arti�cial neural network is a conceptual and practical schemes for clas-sifying, recognizing and reconstructing data presented as a sequence of vec-tors. Abstracting from the details of the design, construction, operation andtraining method, we view a network as a dynamical system, to be describedmathematically by di�erence equations or di�erential equations; we concen-trate on di�erential equations. The dynamics are determined by the networkdesign, input patterns (data vectors), and training algorithm. For an N unitnetwork the state space is the space of all activation vectors, identi�ed withEuclidean space RN .After some scheme of training has been completed, an input vector pre-sented for classi�cation determines an initial activation state (perhaps afterpreprocessing, according to the design of the network). Under the dynamicsof the network this state evolves and in the long run settles down on an at-tractor. This attractor may be an equilibrium (stationary) state, which wecall a static attractor, or a dynamic attractor, such as a limit cycle or fractal.In the simplest cases, and in the overwhelming majority of networks studied,this attractor is an equilibrium. One of the goals of our work is to investigatethe use of dynamic attractors, especially limit cycles.The attractor constitutes the net's classi�cation of the data vector repre-sented by the initial condition. It is up to the designer of the net to providea useful interpretation of the attractor. Consider for example a static at-tractor (�xed point) in a content addressable memory: the components ofthe attracting vector encode the memory represented by the attractor. W.Freeman and collaborators suggests that the spatial amplitude pattern of dy-namic attractors encode the stored memories ([34, 25]). The interpretationof dynamic attractors is problematical; later we discuss speci�c uses for limitcycle attractors.A major di�culty with recurrent nets is the analysis and control of theactivation dynamics. Since training must be based on the dynamics, thismakes training di�cult for recurrent nets. For this reason a great deal ofe�ort has gone into feed-forward nets, whose dynamics are trivial. We be-lieve however that recurrent nets deserve study because of their much richerdynamic possibilities, not to mention the fact that most biological networksare recurrent, and probably chaotic.In a recurrent associative network a given data vector is stored as an7



attractor; the basin of the attractor is the region in the state (activation)space comprising all data vectors classi�ed by the attractor. These basinsdetermine the way the network classi�es, generalizes and recalls memories.It is thus of key importance to understand the structure of the basins.For many of the recurrent networks that have been studied the dynamicsof the network is very di�cult to analyze, since it depends on the training insubtle and usually unpredictable ways. It hard to determine the attractors,let alone their basins. In J. Hop�eld's much-studied learning systems [30],for example, the \weight" parameters Wij (analogous to synapse strengths)are determined from given memory vectors X� 2 Rn by the \outer product"learning rule: Wij =X� X�i X�j : (1)Only then are the activation dynamics de�ned, by the standard additivenetwork equations: _vi = ��vi +Xj Wijgj(vj) + Ii (2)where the gj are sigmoidal transfer functions and the Ii are given constants.For networks like this, whose dynamics is determined by the trainingrule and the data to be learned, it is evidently impossible to analyze thedynamics apart from the data vectors. Each set of data vectors determinesa di�erent dynamics. Unless the data vectors are mutually orthogonal, orthe dynamcis unusually simple, the equilibria and their basins can only befound by simulating the network. Moreoever there may well be \spuriousattractors"| not corresponding to any memory vector. As a result mostresearchers have concentrated on a probabilistic analysis of the whole classof these nets, rather than on a detailed analysis of particular nets.We have constructed nets by a method | the Normal Form ProjectionAlgorithm (NFPA)| which allows us to specify the abstract phase portraitof the dynamics a priori| independent of the data vectors to be stored, andindependent of the training algorithm. In this method, the data vectors andtraining algorithm determine a linear map from network (activation) coordi-nates to a standard \normal form" dynamical system. This map sends eachdata vector to an initial state of the normal form dynamics. The attractorwhose basin contains the initial state is the network's classi�cation of thedata vector. 8



The projection algorithm allows us to design important aspects of thenetwork dynamics independent of the particular patterns to be stored. Sta-bility, basin geometry, and rates of convergence can be investigated and pro-grammed in the standard dynamical system. The algorithm thus decou-ples these dynamical questions from other issues which are more problem-dependent, like preprocessing, learning rules, and reconstruction of data. Itis hoped that separating problems in this way will make themmore amenableto analysis.The projection algorithm can produce dynamic representations in con-tinuous time recurrent networks, like those found in cortex (Baird [5, 6]). Itsupplies a formula which allows one shot learning of sequence prototypes andimmediately establishes a basin of attraction that determines the generaliza-tion response of the network to future inputs. More weights are required inthese higher order networks (Maxwell and Giles [33]), but the learning processis much simpler. Learning in this system can be as fast as recognition, andthe associative memory performance of the algorithm is well characterizedmathematically.2.1 Static attractorsThe algorithm proceeds as follows (Baird [4]). Suppose we want a networkcapable of storing an arbitrary list of N linearly independent data vectors(of real numbers) as static attractors (�xed points, equilibria) for a system ofordinary di�erential equations (ODEs). Independently of any particular datavectors, we �rst select a standard, easily analyzed N -dimensional system ofODEs, having at least N static attractors, and such that every trajectorylimits at an equilibrium. (In practice we have been using a system similar toa classical Lotka-Volterra system of competing species.) The coordinates inwhich this standard system is expressed are called \normal form" coordinates.We then �nd a linear coordinate change transforming each data vectorinto one of the attracting equilibria in the standard system. (This requires thedata vectors to be linearly independent.) There are various ways of �ndingthis linear transformation; choice of one of them amounts to choice of alearning rule. By this transformation we convert the normal form ODEs intoa new but dynamically equivalent system in \network coordinates" (thosein which the data vectors are expressed). Since the linear transformation isinvertible, we can reconstruct the original data vector from knowledge of the9



corresponding attracting equilibrium.More generally we may use a noninvertible linear transformation fromnetwork coordinate space onto the state space of the standard system. Inthis method reconstruction of the data vector may not be possible, but itpermits classi�cation of data vectors. In subsection 1.3 we discuss possibleuses of such noninvertible projections to attain exponential capacity; andalso in connection with the use of dynamic attractors for reconstruction.These ODEs in network coordinates have the form of a certain type ofthird-order polynomial network: Unit i looks at products of activities onincoming lines j; k; l multiplied by a weight Tijkl2.2 Limit cyclesTo store N data vectors as limit cycles we proceed as follows. We begin withthe speci�cation of normal form ODEs in polar coordinates, in which theamplitude equations do not involve the phases; in fact they can be chosento be the same equations used above for static attractors. (These give theso-called normal form equations for Hopf bifurcations (Guckenheimer andHolmes [28]). Amplitude coupling coe�cients are chosen to give desiredstable �xed points in the vector �eld of the amplitude equations; this isentirely independent of the patterns to be learned. In the simplest case theequation for the k'th phase �k is of the form d�k=dt = !k, where !k is thechosen frequency of the k'th limit cycle.Next, each pair of amplitude-phase polar coordinates (rk; �k); k = 1; : : : Nis transformed into a pair of Cartesian \mode" coordinates (uk; vk) (or equiv-alently, into a single complex coordinate zk = uk + ivk. This converts thenormal form ODEs into a system of ODEs in mode coordinates. We shallalso refer to the 2N mode coordinates (uk; vk); k = 1; : : : ; N as normal formcoordinates.We then map the i'th data vector to a chosen point on the i'th limitcycle, e. g. at zero phase, by a linear transformation of coordinates. Bythis transformation we convert the ODEs from mode coordinates to networkcoordinates.This method of network synthesis is roughly the inverse of a standardmethod in the bifurcation analysis of a system of ODEs around an equib-rium which evolves into one or several limit cycles: The latter method startswith given ODEs (e.g. in network coordinates) and then tries to �nd new10



coordinates in which amplitudes are decoupled from phases.As with static attractors, after applying the projection algorithm theresulting ODEs in network coordinates describe a certain type of third ordernetwork whose are nonlinearities are cubic polynomials.For networks constructed by the projection algorithm we can investigatelimit cycles by means of the usual analytic tools for �xed points, since the�xed points of the amplitude equations correspond to the periodic orbits ofthe ow in mode coordinates. Corresponding to the normal form equationswe use, for example, in amplitude coordinates there is an explicit Liapunovor \energy" function which governs the approach of the trajectories to at-tractors.An explicit learning rule is shown later (5) which gives the weights ofthis network directly from the matrix of the components of the data vectors,provided the set of data vectors, and also the set of chosen equilibria of thenormal form ODEs, are both linearly independent. If the patterns to bestored are nearly orthogonal (as they might be after suitable preprocessing),the learning operation reduces to a periodic or phase dependent outer productrule that permits local, incremental learning. Between units with desired ofequal phase, or for static patterns, learning in this case reduces further tothe usual Hebb rule.As in the static case, the network resulting from the projection algorithmhas third order synaptic weights or \sigma pi" units (Maxwell and Giles [33]),which appear as a four dimensional tensor Tijkl of couplings in the networkequations.The Hebb rule for static patterns has been used in the couplings betweenexcitatory neurons in a certain model of cortex as coupled nonlinear oscil-lators. The projection theorem (Baird [3, 4]) guarantees that these staticpatterns can be stored as the spatial amplitude patterns of collective singlefrequency oscillations (Baird [5, 6]), like those observed experimentally incortex (Gray and Singer [27], Eckhorn et al. [19]).2.3 Tailoring the normal form dynamicsThe standard ODEs in normal form coordinates can be chosen in manydi�erent ways. For example we may desire one stable equilibrium on eachpositive coordinate axis, and no others; alternatively, we may want a uniquestable equilibrium, in the interior of the positive cone. This gross geometry of11



the equilibria imposes constraints on the parameters of the standard system.There remains considerable freedom in choosing the parameters withinthese constraints in order to satisfy further problem-dependent conditions.For example we may want complete symmetry under permutations of co-ordinates; alternatively, we may want basins of disparate sizes. A naturalapproach is to numerically optimize these parameters with respect to desireddesign features of the network.For instance, if it appears desirable to greatly enlarge the basin of somestatic attractor, a Hopf bifurcation will replace the static attractor by a limitcycle of increasing size. For simple two-dimensional examples this increasesthe basin area. This could be done interactively, or automatically in responseto a novel kind of training algorithm.Any convenient dynamical system having well understood dynamics canbe used for the mode ODEs. We can exploit this freedom in order to optimizeselected features of the network. This is illustrated in the later section onchaotic attractors (3.3) where Lorenz and Chua Equations are used.An intriguing feature of standard Lotka-Volterra ODEs is that that thereare explicit parameters which for n equations gives a number of stable equilib-ria which is exponential in n. (More precisely, the number of stable equilibriaexceeds (p2)n. This was proved (unpublished) by former Berkeley graduatestudent Stuart Cowan.). Whereas the capacities of existing neural memorysystems are at best linear, according to current estimates, this suggests thatthe capacity of such memory networks may be exponential in the number ofunitsThe main problem in this approach is to �nd a learning algorithm whichcan use a large number of these stable equilibria to store data vectors. No-tice, however, how the projection algorithm simpli�es the problem by atleast determining these static attractors independently of the data vectors orlearning algorithm. A di�culty with realizing these equilibria as attractors isthat they are not linearly independent vectors, which prevents us from apply-ing the known learning algorithms which assume independence of equilibria.There are, however, promising approaches for overcoming this problem. Oneof them is the following generalization of the projection algorithm.12



2.4 Noninvertible projections into normal formInstead of an invertible linear transformation from network to normal formcoordinates, one can use a linear transformation which is onto but not nec-essarily one-to-one. Such a projection sends independent data vectors tolinearly dependent vectors in normal form coordinates. The normal form dy-namics is then as a way of classifying data vectors, although it may no longerbe possible to reconstruct a data vector from its assigned attractor. The se-lection of the transforming matrix is a standard problem in learning theory,usually solved by an algorithm such as Widrow-Ho� or back-propagation,or by using the pseudoinverse of the matrix whose columns are data vectors(Kohonen [31]).2.5 Uses of dynamic attractorsThe idea of using dynamic attractors for classi�cation seems to be new,at least in this context; and its usefulness is being investigated in manydirections.One way of using dynamic attactors is to attach auxiliary informationabout a data vector to other points on the attractor chosen to representit. For example, suppose data representing a prototype for some graphicalimage, such as a handwritten digit, is stored at a certain point on a limit cycle.Asume this data is minimally su�cient for recognition of the image, but notfor its reconstruction, which would probably require more information. Suchadditional information could easily be stored at other points of the limitcycle. Since we know exactly where this information is (because we put itthere), we can access it when reconstruction is desired, without having toaccess it for recognition. This kind of memory would be a combination ofcontent-addressable and location- addressable.Another possible use for dynamic attractors is the following. Suppose wehave many data vectors encoding di�erent examples of the same handwrittendigit. In classical learning algorithms these vectors would be averaged into aprototype, which would then be assigned a static attractor; or alternatively,weights of a net would be incrementally modi�ed as the net is successivelytrained on the di�erent examples. We envisage a di�erent procedure: Storethe di�erent protypes at di�erent points of the same limit cycle. Thus if thereare k examples, they could be stored (through the linear map to normal form13



coordinates) at phases along the limit cycle which are multiples of 2�=k. Veryinteresting questions are: what data vectors are represented by all the otherpoints on the limit cycle? What is the nature of the basin of the limit cyclein network coordinates?It is noteworthy that several writers have suggested advantages to chaoticattractors for information processing (Skarda and Freeman [34], Basti andPerrone [14].) A method for using chaotic attractors comes from work ofSkarda and Freeman [34]. Freeman and collaborators make a case that spa-tial amplitude patterns comprise the information stored in chaotic attrac-tors in the underlying dynamical system of the olfactory cortex of rabbits([23, 25]). In simulations, Yao and Freeman [36, 37] con�rm the practicalityof this approach for arti�cial neural net pattern classi�ers. Later (3.4) wedemonstrate an alternative approach, using NPFA networks for handwrittencharacter recognition.NFPA nets with limit cycle attractors can be interpreted as simple realiza-tions of this idea, using periodic rather than chaotic attractors. In those netseach limit cycle attractor determines a distinct pattern of amplitudes amongthe coordinates. This is most clearly seen in cartesian normal form coordi-nates: Each limit cycle attractor lies in a distinct linear subspace speci�edby setting certain coordinates to zero. These coordinates are exactly thosewhose amplitudes of oscillation are zero along the limit cycle in question.While a great deal of brain dynamics can only be conjectured, it seemsclear that it has many di�erences from standard computer dynamics. Thereis good evidence, for example, that the brain uses distributed, oscillatory orchaotic analog attractors interacting by synchronization. Another importantdi�erence is the adaptive learning of connections, instead of programming.Nevertheless the principle of computation by couplings of structurally stablesubsystems seems relevant to both the brain and computers.3 Projection algorithm for the Hopf normalformWe make particular use of the normal form for the Hopf bifurcation [28]con�gured as a simple recurrent competitive k-winner-take-all network with14



a cubic nonlinearity, shown here in Cartesian coordinate form:_vi = NXj=1Jijvj � vi NXj=1Aijv2j (3)This model dynamical system is expressed in diagonalized \overlap" or\memory coordinates" (one memory per k nodes). Matrix J is at the dis-posal of the experimenter: A diagonal matrix with real eigenvalues deter-mines static attractors; alternatively, periodic attractors are obtained if Jis the real form of a complex diagonal matrix with positive real parts �.This causes initial states to move away from the origin, until the competitive(negative) cubic terms dominate at some distance, causing the ow to beinward from all points beyond. The o�-diagonal cubic terms create compe-tition between directions of ow within a spherical middle region and thuscreate multiple attractors and basins. The larger the eigenvalues in J ando�-diagonal weights in A, the faster the convergence to attractors in thisregion. For temporal patterns, these nodes come in complex conjugate pairswhich supply Fourier components for trajectories to be learned. Many typesof dynamics have been implemented by specializing A and J , including staticattractors, limit cycles, and chaotic attractors.Learning of desired spatial or spatio-temporal patterns is done by project-ing sets of these nodes into network coordinates (the standard basis) usingthe desired vectors as corresponding columns of a transformation matrix P .The di�erential equations of the recurrent network itself are linearly trans-formed or \projected", leading to new recurrent network equations (4) withcoupling Tij and general higher order weights Tijkl corresponding to the cubicterms of the recurrent network. This results in the system:_xi = ��xi + NXj=1 Tijxj � NXj;k;l=1 Tijklxjxkxl (4)These projection operations may all be compactly expressed in networkcoordinates as a formula or \learning rule" for the coupling weights Tij andTijkl given the desired patterns and frequencies [7].T = PJP�1 ; Tijkl = NXm;n=1PimAmnP�1mj P�1nk P�1nl : (5)15



There are N units of capacity in an N unit network. It costs one unitper static attractor, two per Fourier component of each periodic sequence(oscillating attractor), and three (or more) per chaotic attractor. There areno spurious attractors. For periodic sequences there is a Liapunov functionwhich governs the approach of transient states to stored trajectories [7].To construct a biologically plausible recurrent network model which canlearn spatio-temporal oscillations and store them as attractors, we transformthe model dynamics into network coordinates xi; yi, interpreted as the outputsignals of excitatory and inhibitory cells of the network [6, 5, 8]. The columnsof the transformation matrix P are formed from the desired attractor vectors(or their real and imaginary parts in the case of oscillating attractors). Thisnetwork has higher order weights, and cubic interactions among the exitatoryunits in place of the usual sigmoids. The network equations are_xi = ��xi � hyi + N=2Xj=1Wijxj � N=2Xj;k;l=1Wijklxjxkxl + Ii (6)_yi = ��yi + gxi: (7)The Ii are inputs; g > 0 and �h < 0 are local inhibitory feedback connec-tions.We think of each unit of this net as representing a coherent populationof similar neurons. Only the higher order weights Wijkl between excitatorypopulations shown in the minimal model (6) are required for pattern storagethat closely aproximates that of the full projection (4). The minimal networkcoupling for T results from the projection operation (4) when a speci�c bio-logical form is chosen, in the columns s of P , for the patterns to be stored.This complex form for P s and the corresponding asymptotic solutions Xs(t)established are shown below in (9).This net is a minimal biological model in the following sense: It usesthe least amount of coupling su�cient to construct an oscillatory associa-tive memory which is anatomically plausible. This net is meant only as acaricature of the real biology; we hope it may reveal general mathematicalprinciples and mechanisms by which actual biological systems function.Long range excitatory-to-excitatory connections are well known as \asso-ciational" connections in olfactory cortex [29] and cortico-cortico connectionsin neocortex. Since our units represent neural populations, we can expectthat some density of full cross-coupling exists in the system [29], and our16
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Figure 1: Minimal network of excitatory cell populations xi, inhibitory cellpopulations yi, inputs bi, adaptive excitatory to excitatory connections Wij,and constant local inhibitory feedback connections g and �h.weights are taken to be the average synaptic strengths of these connections.Local inhibitory \interneurons" are a ubiquitous feature of the anatomy ofcortex [27]. It is unlikely that they make long range connections (> 1 mm) bythemselves. These connections, and even the debated interconnections be-tween them, are therefore left out of a minimal model. The resulting networkis a fair cartoon of the well studied circuitry of prepyriform cortex.A state vector for this model biological network has an even number N ofcomponents. These represent local average cell voltages for N=2 excitatoryneuron populations ~x, and for N=2 inhibitory neuron populations ~y. Intu-itively, since the inhibitory units receive no direct input and give no directoutput, they act as hidden units that create oscillation for the amplitudepatterns stored in the excitatory cross-connections W . This is a simple gen-eralization of the analog Hop�eld network architecture (1,2), storing periodicinstead of static attractors.The competitive (negative) cubic terms of (6) constitute a directly program-able nonlinearity that is independent of the linear terms. Normal form theoryshows that these cubics are the essential nonlinear terms required to storeoscillations, because of the (odd) phase shift symmetry required in the vec-17



tor �eld. They create multiple periodic attractors by causing the oscillatorymodes of the linear term to compete, much as the sigmoidal nonlinearitydoes for static modes in a Hop�eld network. These terms may be thought ofas sculpting the maxima of a \saturation" landscape, into which the modeswith positive eigenvalues expand, and positioning them to lie in the direc-tions speci�ed by the eigenvectors to make them stable. From a physiologicalpoint of view, system (6,7) is a model derived from a biological network thatoperates in the linear region of the known axonal sigmoid nonlinearities, butmodels them with these higher order synaptic nonlinearities Wijkl.Utilizing higher order weights corresponds, in connectionist language, toincreasing the complexity of the neural population nodes to become \sigma-pi" units. Clusters of synapses within a population unit compute products ofthe activities on incoming primary connectionsWij , during higher order Heb-bian learning, to determine a weightWijkl. Theoretical work shows that only(N=2)2 of the (N=2)4 possible higher order weights are required in principleto approximate the performance of the projection algorithm.For patterns that are sparse and nearly orthogonal, the projection learn-ing operation reduces to a \Hebbian" outer product rule (8) which permitslocal, incremental learning in the network (6,7):Wij = N=2Xs=1 �sXsiXsj ; Wijkl = c�ij�kl � dN=2Xs=1XsiXsjXskXsl (8)where vector Xs is the s'th data vector. Compare these to the simple outerproduct rule (1).The �rst rule, with � > � of equation (6), is guaranteed to establishdesired patterns Xs as eigenvectors of the W matrix with correspondingeigenvalues �s. In the minimal net, these real eigenvalues and eigenvectors(modes) learned for W are converted by the network structure into complexcongugate eigenvalues and eigenvectors (modes) for the complete couplingmatrix T which includes the local inhibitory feedback. These complex modesare standing wave oscillations whose amplitudes are the magnitudes of theeigenvectors.The frequency ws of each stored oscillation s is a speci�ed function of theeigenvalue �s corresponding to its amplitude pattern Xs and the strengthof the �xed feedback connections g and h within the local oscillators, �s1;2 =1=2(�s �q�2s � 4hg); and !s = q4hg � �2s:18



The second rule, with c > d, gives higher order weightsWijkl for the cubicterms in (6) which ensure, by the projection theorem, that the complexmodesof the coupling matrix T become the only attractors in the vector �eld of thefull nonlinear system.The form of the eigenvectors of T and the corresponding asymptotic so-lutions Zs(t) established by this learning rule are given in (9):P = " jXsj exp(i�sx)q gh jXsj exp(i�sy) # ) Zs(t) = " jXsj exp(i�sx + i!st)q gh jXsj exp(i�sy + i!st) # : (9)Because of the restricted coupling, the oscillations in this network have zerophase lag across space, i.e. they are standing waves. The phase is constantover the components �x; �y of each kind of neural population x and y, anddi�ers only between them. This is basically what is observed in the olfactorybulb (primary olfactory cortex) and prepyriform cortex [6]. The phase ofinhibitory components �y in the bulb lags the phase of the excitatory com-ponents �x by approximately 90 degrees. It is easy to have �'s and feedbackweights g and h in this model to get phase lags of nearly 90 degrees.Here c > 0; d > 0 control the \competition" between attractors whichdetermines their stability and is used for clocking attractor transitions in thecomputer architecture to be described later.3.1 Projection networkAn alternative network for for implementation of the projection algorithmis the \projection network" [9]. The autoassociative case of this network isformally equivalent to the higher order network realization (4) shown above.It has 3N2 weights instead of N2 + N4, and is more useful for engineeringapplications, and simulations of the biological model. All the mathematicalresults proved for the projection algorithm in the network above carry over tothis new architecture, but more general versions can be trained and appliedin novel ways.In the projection net for autoassociation, the algebraic projection opera-tion into and out of memory coordinates is done explicitly by a set of weightsin two feedforward linear networks characterized by weight matrices P�1 andP . These map inputs into and out of the nodes of the recurrent dynamicalnetwork in memory coordinates sandwiched between them. This kind of19
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P matrix ~v = P�1~x0Dynamic p�1ijaijpijFigure 2: Projection Network - 3N2 weights. The aij of the normal form equationsdetermine a k-winner-take-all network. They program attractors, basins of attrac-tion, and rates of convergence. The columns of P contain the ouptut patternsassociated to these attractors. The rows of P�1 determine category centroidsnetwork, with explicit input and output projection maps that are inverses,may be considered an \unfolded" version of the purely recurrent networksdescribed above.This network is shown in Figure 2. Input pattern vectors x0 are appliedas pulses which project onto each vector of weights (row of the P�1 matrix)on the input to each unit i of the dynamic network to establish an activationlevel vi which determines the initial condition for the relaxation dynamics ofthis network. The recurrent weight matrix A of the dynamic network canbe chosen so that the unit or prede�ned subspace of units which receives thelargest projection of the input will converge to some state of activity, staticor dynamic, while all other units are supressed to zero activity.The evolution of the activity in these memory coordinates appears, in theoriginal network coordinates at the output terminals, as a spatio-temporal20



pattern which may be fully distributed accross all nodes. Here the statevector of the dynamic network has been transformed by the P matrix backinto the coordinates in which the input was �rst applied. At the attractorv� in memory coordinates, a linear combination of the columns of the weightmatrix P multiplied by the winning nonzero modes of the dynamic net,to constitute the network representation of the output of the system. Theattractor retrieved in memory coordinates reconstructs its learned distributedrepresentation x� through the corresponding columns of the output matrixP , thus P�1x0 = v ; v! v� ; P v� = x� :For the special case of content addressable memory or autoassociation,which we have been describing here, the actual patterns to be learned formthe columns of the output weight matrix P , and the input matrix is its inverseP�1. These are the networks that can be \folded" into higher order recurrentnetworks, as shown above. For orthonormal patterns, the inverse is thetranspose of this output matrix of memories, P�1 = PT, and no computationof P�1 is required to store or change memories | just plug the desiredpatterns into appropriate rows and columns of P and PT. For patternsbelieved to be approximately orthogonal| e.g. very sparse patterns| it isreasonable to use the transpose rather than the inverse. This works well withour program for recognizing handwritten digits (Section 3.4).In the autoassociative network, the input space, output space and normalform state space are each of dimensionN . The input and output linear mapsrequireN2 weights each, while the normal form coe�cients determine anotherN2 weights. Thus the net needs only 3N2 weights, instead of the N2 + N4weights required by the folded recurrent network (4). The 2N2 input andoutput weights could be stored o�-chip in a conventional memory, and thedynamic normal form network, with its �xed weights, could conceivably beimplemented in VLSI for fast relaxation.3.1.1 Extensions of learning methodsMore generally, for a heteroassociative net (i. e., a net designed to performa map from input space to possibly di�erent output space) the linear inputand output maps need not be inverses, and may be noninvertible. They maybe found by any linear map learning technique such as Widrow-Ho�, or by�nding pseudoinverses.Learning of all desired memories may be instantaneous, when they are21



known in advance, or may evolve by many possible incremental methods,supervised or unsupervised. In the standard competitive learning algorithm,the input weight vector attached to the winning memory node is movedtoward the input pattern. We can also decrease the tendency to choosethe most frequently selected node, by adjusting parameters in the normalform equations, to realize the more e�ective frequency selective competitivelearning algorithm [1]. Supervised algorithms like bootstrap Widrow-Ho�may be implemented as well, where a desired output category is known.The input map can thus be optimized for clustering and classi�cationby these algorithms, as the weight vectors (row vectors of the input ma-trix) approach the centroids of the clusters in the input environment. Theoutput weight matrix may then be constructed with desired output patternvectors in appropriate columns. Thus we can place the classifying attractorsanywhere in the state space, in network coordinates, required for a desiredheteroassociation.If either the input or the output matrix is learned, and the other chosento be its inverse, then these competitive nets can be folded into oscillatingbiological versions, It would be interesting to see what the competive learningalgorithms correspond to there.3.2 Programming the normal form networkThe key to the power of the projection algorithm to program these systemslies in the freedom to chose a well understood normal form for the dynamics,independent of the patterns to be learned. The Hopf normal form used here,_vi = NXj=1 Jijvj � vi NXj=1Aijv2jis especially easy to work with for programming periodic attractors, but han-dles �xed points as well. J is a matrix with real eigenvalues for determiningstatic attractors, or complex conjugate eignevalue pairs in blocks along thediagonal for periodic attractors. The real parts are positive, and cause initialstates to move away from the origin, until the competitive (negative) cu-bic terms dominate at some distance, and cause the ow to be inward fromall points beyond. The o�-diagonal cubic terms cause competition betweendirections of ow within a spherical middle region and thus create multi-22



ple attractors and basins. The larger the eigenvalues in J and o�-diagonalweights in A, the faster the convergence to attractors in this region.It is easy to choose blocks of coupling along the diagonal of theAmatrix toproduce di�erent kinds of attractors, static, periodic, or chaotic, in di�erentcoordinate subspaces of the network. The sizes of the subspaces can beprogrammed by the sizes of the blocks. The basin of attraction of an attractordeterminedwithin a subspace is guaranteed to contain the subspace [7]. Thusbasins can be programmed, and \spurious" attractors can be ruled out whenall subspaces have been included in a programmed block.This can be accomplished simply by choosing the Amatrix entries outsidethe blocks on the diagonal (which determine coupling of variables within asubspace) to be greater (more negative) than those within the blocks. Theprinciple is that this makes the subspaces de�ned by the blocks competeexhaustively, since intersubspace competition is greater than subspace self-damping. Within the middle region, the ow is forced to converge laterallyto enter the subspaces programmed by the blocks.An simple example is a matrix of the form,A = 266666666666666664 d d (g)" d cc d # 26664 d d c cd d c cc c d dc c d d 37775(g) . . .
377777777777777775 ;where 0 < c < d < g. There is a static attractor on each axis (in each onedimensional subspace) corresponding to the �rst two entries on the diagonal,by the agrument above. In the �rst two dimensional subspace block there is asingle �xed point in the interior of the subspace on the main diagonal, becausethe o�-diagonal entries within the block are symmetric and less negative thanthose on the diagonal. The components do not compete, but rather combine.Nevertheless, the ow from outside is into the subspace, because the entriesoutside the subspace are more negative than those within it.The last subspace contains entries appropriate to guarantee the stability23



of a periodic attractor with two frequencies (Fourier components) chosen inthe J matrix. The doubling of the entries is because these components comein complex conjugate pairs (in the J matrix blocks) which get identical Amatrix coupling. Again, these pairs are combined by the lesser o�-diagonalcoupling within the block to form a single limit cycle attractor. A large sub-space can store a complicated continuous periodic spatio-temporal sequencewith many component frequencies.The discrete Fourier transform of a set of samples of such a sequence inspace and time can be input directly to the P matrix as a set of complexcolumns corresponding to the frequencies in J and the subspace programmedin A. N=2 total DFT samples of N dimensional time varying spatial vectorsmay be placed in the P matrix, and parsed by the A matrix into M < N=2separate sequences as desired, with separate basins of attraction guaranteed[7]. For a symmetricA matrix there is a Liapunov function, in the amplitudeequations of a polar coordinate version of the normal form, which governsthe approach of initial states to stored trajectories.3.3 Chaotic attractorsChaotic attractors can be created in this normal form, with sigmoid nonlin-earities g added to the right hand side, for example g(vi) = tanh(vi) :_vi = ��vi + NXj=1 Jijg(vj)� g(vi) NXj=1Aijg(vj)2 (10)The sigmoids break the phase shift symmetry of the system. Two oscillatorypairs of nodes like those programmed in the 4 � 4 block above can then beprogrammed to interact chaotically. In our simulations, for example, if weset the upper block of d entries to �1, and the lower to 1, and replace theupper c entries with 4:0, and the lower with �0:4, we get a chaotic attractorof dimension less than four, but greater than three.This is \weak" or \phase coherent" chaos which is still nearly periodic. Itis created by the broken symmetry, when a homoclinic tangle occurs to breakup an invariant 3-torus in the ow [28]. This is the Ruelle-Takens route tochaos and has been observed in Taylor-Couette ow when both cylinders arerotated. 24



Experiments of Freeman have suggested that chaotic attractors of suchdimension occur in the olfactory system [24]. These might most naturally becreated by the interaction of oscillatory modes.We have demonstrated in simulations that sets of Lorenz systems in threedimensional subspace blocks can be used in a projection network as well.Multiple Lorenz attractors have been created simply by adding o�-diagonalnormal form competitive terms to couple sets of the three Lorenz systems,_v1 = s(�v1 + v2)� v1 NXj=4A1jv2j (11)_v2 = rv1 � v2 � v1v3 � v2 NXj=4A2jv2j (12)_v3 = �bv3+ v1v2 � v3 NXj=4A3jv2j (13)... (14)The A matrix here has constant o� diagonal coupling, and three dimensionalblocks of zeros along the diagonal to remove the self-damping terms from thesubspaces containing the Lorenz equations. The famous \buttery" attractorappears for s = 10:0; r = 28:0; b = 2:66666666.This network has the fascinating property that when the competitivecoupling coe�cients are reduced beyond a critical threshold, the system beginsto \percolate" and jumps at intermittent times to di�erent subspaces, asthough daydreaming at random from memory to memory. It is however acompletely deterministic system, and may have in fact therefore one largechaotic attractor with many \wings" that are visited intermittenly, just asthe two wings of the Lorenz buttery are visited at seemingly random times.Unlike static or oscillatory attractors, the orbits of a Lorenz attractorapproach zero intermittently. This releases the competitive suppression ofthe other attractors and allows another to grow in activity and suppress therest until it also passes near enough to zero to allow another transition.The orbits of the Lorenz attractors may thus connect with each otherthrough a region of the state space in the neighborhood of the origin. Varyingthe degree of competition seems to vary the size of this region, and thereforethe frequency of transitions between attractors. Such behavior may be usefulas a search process during reinforcement learning.25



These equations, projected into network coordinates, give network equa-tions: _xi = ��xi + NXj=1 Tijxj + NXj;k=1 Tijkxjxk � NXj;k;l=1Tijklxjxkxl; (15)where T = PJP�1 ; Tijk = NXm;n;o=1PimBmnoP�1nj P�1ok ; (16)Tijkl = NXm;n=1PimAmnP�1mjP�1nk P�1nl :Here the matrix A is as described above, but the matrix J now contains thelinear coupling terms of the Lorenz equations in three dimensional blocksalong the diagonal, and zeros everywhere else. The additional quadraticcoupling terms of the Lorenz equations are given as +1 and �1 near thediagonal in a new tensor Bijk, with zeros everywhere else, and these areprojected like the other terms to yield the quadratic terms with couplingtensor Tijk in the network equations. The diagonal blocks JB in J have thefollowing form, JB = 264 �s s 0r �1 00 0 �b 375 ;and the nonzero elements of Bijk are generated asBi+1;i;i+2 = �1 ; Bi+2;i;i+1 = 1 ;where i goes from 1 to N by increments of three: i = 1; 4; 7; : : : ; N .3.3.1 Chua's family of chaotic attractorsWe have also used the well studied family of Chua attractors [32, 17], imple-mented by the Chua hardware circuit[16], to investigate the e�ectiveness ofcomplex dynamics in this associative memory [12]. This is a physical systemwhose mathematical model is capable of duplicating most experimentallyobserved chaotic and bifurcation phenomena, and which has yielded to amathematical treatment. 26



The Canonical Chua equations give access to a rich variety of dynamicsto explore in the system. Recent work in the Chua group has revealed thatmore than 30 chaotic attractors including types similar to those that havebeen studied in the literature, which we have previously employed, such asthe Lorenz and Roessler attractors, can be obtained from the cannonicalequations for the Chua circuit by variation of 7 parameters [15].Sets of canonical equations for the Chua circuit in three dimensional sub-space blocks can be used in the projection network. As with the Lorenzsystem, multiple Chua attractors are created simply by adding o�-diagonalnormal form competitive terms to couple sets of the three Chua equations,Case I: RC2 > 0_v1 = �(v1 � v2 � f(v1))� v1 NXj=4A1jv2j (17)_v2 = v1 � v2 + v3 � v2 NXj=4A2jv2j (18)_v3 = ��v2� v3 � v3 NXj=4A3jv2j (19)... (20)Case II: RC2 < 0_v1 = �(�v1 + v2 + f(v1))� v1 NXj=4A1jv2j (21)_v2 = �v1 + v2 � v3 � v2 NXj=4A2jv2j (22)_v3 = �v2 + v3 � v3 NXj=4A3jv2j (23)... (24)f(v1) = bv1 + 1=2(a � b)(jv1 + 1j � jv1 � 1j):The A matrix here has constant o� diagonal coupling, and three dimen-sional blocks of zeros along the diagonal to remove the self-damping termsfrom the subspaces containing the Chua equations.27



If we use the cubic nonlinearityf(v1) = a0v1 + a1v31;then these equations are of the same general form as the Hopf normal form(with a di�erent linear part). Projected into network coordinates exactly asbefore, they give network equations,_xi = ��xi + NXj=1 Tijxj � NXj;k;l=1Tijklxjxkxl; (25)where T = PJP�1 ; Tijkl = NXm;n=1PimAmnP�1mj P�1nk P�1nl : (26)The matrix J now contains the linear coupling terms of the Chua equationsin three dimensional blocks along the diagonal, and zeros everywhere else.The diagonal blocks JB in J have the following form,JB = 264 (��+ a0) � 01 �1 10 �� � 375 ;Here the matrix A is as described above, except for the the diagonal slotA11 = �a1 from the cubic nonlinear term �a1v31 of the Chua equations.We have found attractors which out-perform the Lorenz attractor in ourhandwritten character recognition systems, to be described below, with fastcompetitive suppression at low values of competitive coupling.We lack at present a rigorous theoretical justi�cation for why multiplechaotic attractors may so easily be stored, but the intuitive picture given inthe previous section suggests that any kind of dynamics may be implementedin competing subspaces by the addition of these competition terms. We havewell behaved simulations containing multiple static, oscillatory, and chaoticattractors in di�erent competing subspaces of the same network.In the projection network, or its folded biological version, each chaoticattractor has a basin of attraction in the N dimensional state space repre-senting a category. There may be computational advantages to the basins ofattraction (categories) produced by chaotic attractors, or to the e�ects theiroutputs have as inputs to other network modules.28



In the projected or folded network coordinates, the particular distributedN -dimensional spatio-temporal patterns learned for the four components ofthe chaotically paired oscillatory modes, or the three components of theLorenz system, form a coordinate-speci�c \encoding" of the chaotic attractor,which may constitute a recognizable input to another network, if it fallswithin some learned basin of attraction. While the details of the trajectoryof a chaotic attractor in any physical continuous dynamical system are lostin the noise, there is still a particular structure to the attractor which is arecognizable \signature". This allows communication and \recognition" ofchaotic attractors.3.4 Handwritten character recognitionHandwriting exempli�es the kind of individual biological variability in mo-tor output that plagues most arti�cial pattern recognition systems, whosecapabilities are so easily exceeded by real neural networks.In cortex, however, it appears that dynamic representations (oscillations,chaos) are used even for recognition of static visual inputs [22, 27, 19]. Wehave therefore approached this real-time digit recognition problem with thenormal form projection algorithm in order to produce dynamic represen-tations in continuous time recurrent networks like those found in cortex[2, 5, 6, 8].Using the projection architecture, an e�ective real-time handwritten char-acter recognition system with mouse input of characters and on-line learninghas been developed. Various options allow the system to utilize static, os-cillatory, and/or chaotic attractors (Lorenz, Rossler, Ruelle-Takens, Chua,etc). This is the �rst system we know of that can accomplish reliable patternrecognition with exclusively chaotic dynamics [9].Handwritten characters have a natural scale and translation invariantanalog representation in terms of a sequence of angles that parametrize thepencil trajectory. We remove the writing velocity variation from the rawset of (x,y) samples of a digit trajectory by interpolating a new set of Npoints equally spaced along the curve. A vector of the sines and cosines ofthe angles from the horizontal made by the line segment emanating fromeach point then becomes the preprocessed representation of the digit to belearned or input to the network for recognition. We have constructed anon-line system which anyone may train and submit input to by mouse or29



digitizing pad, and observe the performance of the system for themselves, inimmediate comparison to their own internal recognition response.Learning in this system can be as fast as recognition. The projectionalgorithm supplies a formula that allows one shot learning of prototypes andimmediately establishes a basin of attraction that determines the generaliza-tion response of the network to future inputs.We used a projection network with 32 attractors. Input vectors were 64-dimensional. With very small databases for a single writer at a time, eachattractor allowed roughly 95% correct recognition responses.Unexpected properties have been found in the systems utilizing chaoticattractors. Chaotic attractors, for example have di�erent basins of attractionfrom static or periodic attractors.4 Architecture of interconnected oscillatorymodulesBecause we work with this class of mathematically well-understood asso-ciative memory networks, we can take a constructive approach to buildinga cortical computing architecture, using these networks as modules in thesame way that digital computers are designed from well behaved continuousanalog ip-op circuits. The architecture is such that the larger system isitself a special case of the type of network of the submodules, and can beanalyzed with the same tools used to design the subnetwork modules.By analyzing the network in the polar form of these \normal form co-ordinates", the amplitude and phase dynamics have a particularly simpleinteraction. When the input to a module is synchronized with its intrinsicoscillation, the amplitudes of the periodic activity may be considered sep-arately from the phase rotation, and the network of the module may beviewed as a static network with these amplitudes as its activity. We can fur-ther show analytically that the network modules we have constructed havea strong tendency to synchronize as required.Each module is described in normal form coordinates as a k-winner-take-all network where the winning set of units may have static, periodic or chaoticdynamics. By choosing modules to have only two attractors, networks canbe built which are similar to networks using binary units.30



There can be fully recurrent connections between modules. The entiresuper-network of connected modules, however, is itself a polynomial networkthat can be projected into standard network coordinates. The attractorswithin the modules are then distributed patterns like those described for thebiological model [6], and observed experimentally in the olfactory system[25]. The system is equivalent to the architecture of modules in normal formand may easily be designed, simulated, and theoretically evaluated in thosecoordinates. In the following all network modules of the architecture arediscussed in normal form coordinates.4.1 Elman network architectureAs a benchmark for the capabilities of the system, and to create a point ofcontact to standard network architectures, we have constructed a discrete-time recurrent \Elman" network [21] from oscillatory modules de�ned byordinary di�erential equations. We have at present a system which functionsas a �nite state automaton which perfectly recognizes or generates the in�niteset of strings de�ned by the Reber grammar described in Cleeremans et. al.[18]. The connections for this network were found in the present case byusing the backpropagation algorithm in a static network that approximatesthe behavior of the amplitudes of oscillation in the dynamic network whenit is fully sychronized. This also gives us a network to which the capabilitiesof learning directly in the dynamic network may be compared.We use two types of modules in implementing the Elman network ar-chitecture. The input and output layer each consist of a single associativememorymodule with six oscillatory attractors, one for each of the six possiblesymbols in the grammar. An attractor in these winner-take-all normal formcordinates is one oscillator at its maximum amplitude, with the others nearzero amplitude. The hidden and context layers consist of binary \units" com-posed of a two oscillator module with internal competition. We think of onemode within the unit as representing \1" and the other as representing\0"(see Fig. 3).The signs of the connections between modules cannot be allowed to gonegative, since that introduces a spurious phase reversal which can destroyphase locking. (Cortical networks, for possibly the same reason, utilize onlyexcitatory connections for long range communication). We therefore needan \interpretation" in the dynamic network for negative weights found by31



backpropagation in the static network: A positive \weight" w+ij from a drivingunit is applied to the input of the 1 attractor, while a negative weight w�ijis applied as a positive weight on the input to the 0 attractor. This givesthe e�ect of a negative weight since it works to oppose the e�ect of positiveweights on the output of the unit. We then de�ne high and low target valuesfor the output module activations that are su�ciently high above zero thatthe weights into the output module are positive.Figure 3.
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than the intrinsic frequency of the unit !i. Asuming that all inputs to theunit are phase-locked, examination of the phase equations shows that theunit will synchronize with this input.The phase equations show a strong tendency to phase-lock, since thereis an attractor at zero phase di�erence � = �0 � �I = �0 � !I t = 0; and arepellor at 180 degrees in the phase di�erence equations _� for either side ofa unit driven by an input of the same frequency, !I � !0 = 0._� = !0 � !I + (rI=r0) sin(��); so; �̂ = �sin�1[(r0=rI)(!I � !0)]When the oscillators are phase-locked to the input, �j � �1i = 0, and thephase terms cos(�j� �1i) = cos(0) = 1 dissappear. This leaves the amplitudeequations _r1i and _r0i with static inputs Pj w+ijIj and Pj w�ijIj.Thus we have a network module which approximates a static network unitin its amplitude activity when fully phase-locked. Amplitude information istransmitted betweenmodules, with an oscillatory carrier. If the frequencies ofattractors in the architecture are randomly dispersed by a signi�cant amount,!I�!0 6= 0; and phase-lags appear, then synchronization is lost and impropertransitions begin to occur.For the remainder of this discussion, we assume the entire system is oper-ating in the synchronized regime and examine the ow of information char-acterized by the pattern of amplitudes of the oscillatory modes within thenetwork.4.2 Machine cycle by clocked bifurcationGiven this assumption of a phase-locked system, the amplitude dynamicsbehave as a gradient dynamical system for an energy function given byEi = �12ui(r21i+r20i)+ 14c((r41i+r40i)+ 12(d�bsin(!clockt))(r21ir20i)�I+r1i�I�r0iwhere the input I+ = Pj w+ijIj and I� = Pj w�ijIj. Figures 4a and 4b showthe energy landscape with no external input, for minimal and maximal levelsof competition respectively. External input simply adds a linear tilt to thelandscape, with I+ giving a downward tilt toward the r1i axis and I� adownward tilt toward the r0i axis.Note that for low levels of the competition parameter c, the graph is Eiis a broad circular valley. When tilted by external input, there is a unique33



equilibrium that is determined by the bias in tilt along one axis over theother. Thinking of r1i as the \activity" of the unit, this activity becomesan increasing function of I. The module behaves as an analog connectionistunit whose transfer function can be approximated by a sigmoid.With high levels of competition (d >> 0), the unit will behave as a binary(bistable) digital ip-op element. There are two deep potential wells, oneon each axis. Hence the �nal steady state of the unit is determined by whichbasin of attraction contains the initial state of the system reached during theanalog mode of operation before competition is increased by the clock. Thisstate changes little under the inuence of external input: a tilt will movethe location of the attractor basins only slightly. Hence the unit performsa winner-take-all choice on the coordinates of its initial state and maintainsthat choice independent of external input.Figure 4a.LowCompetition Figure 4b.HighCompetitionr
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 1We use this bifurcation in the behavior of the modules to control infor-mation ow within the network. We think of the input and context modulesas sensory, and the hidden and output modules as motor modules. The ac-tion of the clock is applied reciprocally to these two sets (grouped by dottedlines in Fig. 3) so that they alternatively open to receive input from eachother and make transitions of attractors. This enables a network completelyde�ned by a set of ordinary di�erential equations to emulate the discrete-timerecurrent Elman network.This alternation of sensory and motor transitions is inspired by the struc-ture of cerebral cortex, with its segregation and pairing of functionally relatedsensory and motor areas accross the central sulcus, and because it accom-plishes the task of distinguishing temporal order by \action-reaction". Thisallows the implementation of weight changes between time steps without re-quiring that neurons \store" their last activation states. Temporal transitionsare always between sensory and motor areas, and the activations preceeding34



any motor state are always available in the present sensory state, and vice-versa.At the beginning of a machine cycle, the input and context layers are athigh competition and hence their activity is clamped at the bottom of deepbasins of attraction. The hidden and output modules are at low competitionand therefore behave as traditional feedforward network free to take on analogvalues. Then the situation reverses. As the competition comes up in theoutput module, it makes a winner-take-all choice as to the next symbol.Meanwhile high competition has quantized and clamped the activity in thehidden layer to a �xed binary vector. Then competition is lowered in theinput and context layers, freeing these modules from their attractors.Identity mappings from hidden to context and from output to input (grayarrows in Fig. 3) load the binarized activity of the hidden layer into thecontext layer for the next cycle, and place the generated output symbol intothe input layer. For a Reber grammar there are always two possible nextsymbols being generated in the output layer, and we apply noise to breakthis symmetry and let the winner-take-all dynamics of the output modulechose one. For the recognition mode of operation, these symbols are thoughtof as predicted by the output, and one of them must always match the nextactual input of a string to be recognized or the string is instantly rejected.Even though the clocking is sinusiodal and these transitions are not sharp,the system is robust and reliable. It is only necessary to set the rates of con-vergence within modules to be faster than the rate of change of the clocked bi-furcation parameter, so that the modules are operating adiabatically { i.e. al-ways internally relaxed to an equilibrium that is moved slowly by the clockedparameter.It is the bifurcation in the phase portrait of a module from one to manyattractors that contributes the essential digitalization of the system in timeand state. A bifurcation is a discontinuous (topologically sharp) change inthe phase portrait of possibilities for the continuous dynamical behavior of asystem that occurs as a bifurcation parameter reaches a critical value. Theanalog mode for a module allows input to prepare its initial state for thebinary decision between attractor basins that occurs as competition risesand the double potential well appears.The feedback between sensory and motor modules is e�ectively cut whenone set is clamped at high competition. The system thus operates in discretetime by alternating sets of transitions between �nite sets of attracting states.35



This kind of alternate clocking and bu�ering (clamping) of some states whileother states relax is essential to the reliable operation of digital architec-tures. The clock input on a ip-op clamps its state until its signal inputshave settled and the choice of transition is made with the proper informationavailable. In our simulations, if we clock all modules to transition at once,the programmed transitions lose stability, and we get transitions to unpro-grammed �xed points and simple limit cycles for the whole system. This isa strong justi�cation for the use of the machine cycle.4.3 TrainingWhen the input and context modules are clamped at their attractors, and thehidden and output modules are in the analog operating mode and synchro-nized to their inputs, the network approximates the behavior of a standardfeedforward network in terms of its amplitude activities. Thus a real-valuederror can be de�ned for the hidden and output units, and standard learningalgorithms like backpropagation can be used to train the connections.We use techniques of Giles et. al. [26] who have trained simple recurrentnetworks to become �nite state automata which can recognize the regularTomita languages and others. If the context units are clamped with highcompetition, they are essentially quantized to take on only their 0 or 1 at-tractor values, and the feedback connections from the hidden units cannota�ect them. While Giles, et. al. often do not quantize their units until theend of training to extract a �nite state automaton, they �nd that quantizingof the context units during training like this increases learning speed in manycases [26].In preparation for learning in the dynamic architecture, we have sucess-fully trained the backpropogation network of Cleermans et. al. with digi-titized context units and a shifted sigmoid activation function that approx-imates the one calculated for our oscillatory units. Various sets of theseweights have allowed the oscillatory network to function robustly over a widerange of operating parameters like oscillation frequency, clock speed, maxi-mum competition level, attractor converegence rate, input scaling, and noiseamplitude.Since our architecture can learn to solve the same problem with di�erenttypes of attractors (static, oscillatory or chaotic), we can compare learning,performance, fault tolerance, and other capabilities of these systems. We36



expect di�erences in learning speed, generalization, and the complexity ofgrammar that can be learned.During learning in the dynamic architecture itself, we have the optionof leaving the competition within the context units at intermediate levels toallow them to take on analog values in a variable sized neighborhood of the 0or 1 attractors. Since our system is recurrently connected by an identity mapfrom hidden to context units, it will relax to some equilibrium determinedby the impact of the context units and the clamped input on the hidden unitstates, and the e�ect of the feedback from those hidden states on the contextstates. There appear to be many possibilities for learning here.This is similar to a partial quantization of context units. Giles et. al. [26]and Goodman [39] have also experimented with partial quantization of con-text units and found improvement in some learning proplems. The dynamicinteraction between hidden and context units in our system, however, has nocounterpart in the static systems studied by Giles et. al. It is an example ofthe kind of dynamic e�ect whose utility in learning we intend to isolate andexamine.By varying parameters, the same network can function in the whole rangeof hardware emulations from automata functioning in discrete time and spaceto continuous analog recurrent networks. We can thus explore the impact ofthese parameters on learning in such systems.4.4 Attentional control of synchronyAn important element of intra-cortical communication in the brain, and be-tween modules in this architecture, is the ability of a module to detect andrespond to the proper input signal from a particular module, when inputsfrom other modules which is irrelevant to the present computation are con-tributing cross-talk and noise. This is similar to the problem of coding mes-sages in a computer architecture like the Connection Machine so that theycan be picked up from the common communication buss line by the properreceiving module.We are investigating the hypothesis that sychronization by attention isone way the brain can solve this coding problem. In this architecture, am-plitude codes the information content or activity of a module, whereas phaseand frequency can be used to \softwire" the network. We have shown thatonly synchronized modules communicate by exchanging amplitude informa-37



tion; the activity of non-resonating modules is shown to contribute ine�ectivecrosstalk or noise.Modules can easily be desynchronized by perturbing their resonant fre-quencies as described above. The ow of communication between modulescan thus be controled by controlling synchrony. By changing the intrinsicfrequency of modules in a patterned way, the e�ective connectivity of thenetwork is changed. The same hardware and connection matrix can thussubserve many di�erent networks of interaction between modules withoutcross-talk problems.We studied the use of these capabilities in the grammatical inferenceproblem by constructing and learning the larger �fteen hidden unit (module)automata studied by Cleermans, et. al. This consists of two branches eachof which was the automaton learned previously in work described above.Strings of this grammar can contain long embedded sequences of the smallergrammar before the �nal transition distinguishing which branch you are onappears. These transitions of this grammar were challenging to learn becauseof the embedding. Cleermans et al had to alter the transition probabilitieswithin the two smaller automata so that the backpropagation algorithm coulddistinguish the branches during learning.We solved this learning problem by introducing a model of an \attention"mechanism as a control of program ow through selective synchronization[13]. The attentional controller itself is modeled as a special set of hiddenmodules with ouputs that a�ect resonant frequencies of the other hiddenmodules.These enforce a segregation of the hidden module code for the subau-tomata states during training. Di�erent sets of synchronized modules learnto code for each subautomata, while the other modules are desynchronizedby frequency perturbation. The system can be made to jump from statesin one subautomaton to the other by desynchronizing the proper subset ofhidden modules. The possibilities for transition of the system can thus becontrolled by selective synchronization.This control itself is learned by the special hidden units whose outputcontrols the synchrony of these subsets. During training, the attention con-trol modules learn to respond to the proper input symbol and context todirect the ow of computation (attention) to e�ect the di�cult transitionsbetween subautomata. Viewing such an automaton above as a behavioralprogram, the control of synchrony constitutes a control of the program ow38



into its subprograms (the subautomata).5 DiscusionThe ability to operate as an �nite automaton with oscillatory/chaotic \states"is an important benchmark for this architecture, but only a subset of its ca-pabilities. At low to zero competition, the supra-system reverts to one largecontinuous dynamical system. We expect that this kind of variation of theoperational regime, especially with chaotic attractors inside the modules,though unreliable for habitual behaviors, may nonetheless be very useful inother areas such as the search process of reinforcement learning.We have shown in these modules a superior stability of oscillatory attrac-tors over static attractors in the presence of additive Gaussian noise pertur-bations with the 1/f spectral character of the noise found experimentally byFreeman [25] in the brain [10]. This may be one reason why the brain usesdynamic attractors. An oscillatory attractor acts like a a bandpass �lter andis e�ectively immune to the many slower macroscopic bias perturbations inthe theta-alpha-beta range (3 - 25 Hz) below its 40 -80 Hz passband, and themore microscopic perturbations of single neuron spikes in the 500 - 1000 Hzrange.This type of computing architecture and its learning algorithms for com-putation with oscillatory spatial modes may be suitable for implementation inoptical systems, where electromagnetic oscillations, high dimensional spatialmodes, and high processing speeds are available from the physics of opti-cal media. The mathematical expressions for optical mode competition arenearly identical to our normal forms.AcknowledgementsSupported by AFOSR-91-0325, and a mini grant from the LLNL Institutefor Scienti�c Computing. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the invaluableassistance of Walter Freeman, Frank Eeckman, Todd Troyer, Leslie Kay, andMichael Greenspan. 39
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